Wood Panel Sector

%20

Increase in general
equipment efficiency

With the Digiterra's IoT Platform, An Improvement At
The Rate of 20% Was Ensured Related To Overall
Equipment Efficiency of Balorman Bolu Plant.

About The Costumer
Our customer Balorman, which operates in the fields of plastic, wood and pallet
packaging, was orginally established in 1958 as a wood company. The
company, which has recently started the production of IKEA furniture, has
decided to continue its digital transformation process in the wood panel plant
after the plastic plant.

Problem
IKEA is a company that applies very strict standards to its suppliers, and it works
very meticulously in terms of efficiency. This means that companies like
Balorman cannot tolerate even the slightest inefficiency in production. Balorman
desired to understand the value of OEE (Overall Equipment Efficiency), which is
accepted as the world standard, to follow it in a healthy way and to improve the
missing areas by analyzing its breakdowns.
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In addition, it was desired to understand the return on the machinery
investments made and to decide whether additional investment is needed. In
order to achieve this, it was critical to collect data from all systems and devices
operating in the factory at a single point, and to visualize and analyze this data
in real time.

Approach
The data received from the machines, together with the work order details from
the operators and the ERP system, began to be collected on Digiterra's industrial
IoT platform. Thus, a large number of data from different systems began to be
matched and made meaningful. A set-up was made for the calculation of the
OEE value, which is accepted by everyone, and the Usability, Performance and
Quality values began to be calculated based on this data.

OEE: %100

It means an excellent production.

OEE: %85

OEE: %60

It means normal.

OEE: %40

It means world-class manufacture.

It means inefficient but common.

Conclusion
As a result of the fact that each value can be examined in detail on the platform,
it has been revealed that the Usability field is open to development, although the
company was meeting the expectations in the Quality and Performance fields.
The reasons for this low value became easily understandable thanks to the data
collected from different points. With the improvement of all values, especially
Usability, overall equipment efficiency increased by 20% in 6 months.
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After we started using Digiterra's IoT platform, we started to
see our missing points with all transparency and increased
our overall equipment efficiency by 20%.
Aytaç Kandemir
Assistant General Manager
Balorman Wood Group

Digiterra, which has a comprehensive ecosystem both in
Turkey and abroad, is a data analytics company that offers
software solutions at different levels to companies in their
digital transformation journeys to artificial intelligence.
Digiterra IoT Platform, developed within Digiterra, is an
application development platform that forms the infrastructure
of all these solutions and allows even people without software
knowledge to develop applications effectively and to generate
scalable solutions securely by connecting an unlimited number
of device.
digiterra.com.tr
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